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A strikingly original exploration of what it might mean to be authentically human in the age of
artificial intelligence, from the author of the critically-acclaimed Interior States. "Meghan
O’Gieblyn is a brilliant and humble philosopher, and her book is an explosively thoughtprovoking, candidly personal ride I wished never to end ... This book is such an original
synthesis of ideas and disclosures. It introduces what will soon be called the O’Gieblyn genre
of essay writing.” —Heidi Julavits, author of The Folded Clock For most of human history the
world was a magical and enchanted place ruled by forces beyond our understanding. The rise
of science and Descartes's division of mind from world made materialism our ruling paradigm,
in the process asking whether our own consciousness—i.e., souls—might be illusions. Now the
inexorable rise of technology, with artificial intelligences that surpass our comprehension and
control, and the spread of digital metaphors for self-understanding, the core questions of
existence—identity, knowledge, the very nature and purpose of life itself—urgently require
rethinking. Meghan O'Gieblyn tackles this challenge with philosophical rigor, intellectual reach,
essayistic verve, refreshing originality, and an ironic sense of contradiction. She draws deeply
and sometimes humorously from her own personal experience as a formerly religious believer
still haunted by questions of faith, and she serves as the best possible guide to navigating the
territory we are all entering.
Breastfeeding is a comprehensive clinical resource providing the information necessary to
manage a nursing mother and child from conception through complete weaning. It will
empower clinicians to provide thoughtful counseling and guidance to the breastfeeding family,
stressing the importance of delivering care that is customized to each family's individual needs.
The new fifth edition incorporates the latest information on infection, drugs in human breast
milk, and human lactation. By utilizing scientific, evidence-based data, Breastfeeding is an
indispensable reference for anyone whose patients include breastfeeding women.
In 1969 twelve-year-old Mimi and her family move to an all-white town in Vermont, where
Mimi's mixed-race background and interest in "boyish" topics like astronomy make her feel like
an outsider.
Programmed text offers experienced as well as beginning players the opportunity to develop
chess skills.
Collocations are combinations of words which frequently appear together. Using them makes
your English sound more natural. Presents and explains approximately 1,500 word
combinations in typical contexts using tables, charts, short texts and dialogues.
The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words A powerful
vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your word power will help you write
more effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on standardized tests like the SAT, ACT,
or GRE, and be more confident and persuasive in everything you do. Using the exclusive Fiske
method, you will not just memorize words, but truly learn their meanings and how to use them
correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and be easier to recall—and it doesn't take
any longer than less-effective memorization. How does it work? This book uses a simple threepart system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't arranged randomly or alphabetically, but in similar
groups based on meaning and origin that make words easier to remember over time. 2.
Deeper Meanings, More Examples: Full explanations—not just brief definitions—of what the
words mean, plus multiple examples of the words in sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent
short quizzes help you test how much you've learned, while helping your brain internalize their
meanings.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel
The Dante Club, explores the little-known true story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer
Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
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midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteenyear-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air.
A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud
between American Indians and the colonial settlers who have decimated native lands and
resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima
Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable
pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With
Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring
greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create
a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with
reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of
Jemima Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward
expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this
enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that
opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the heavy moral costs
incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
"Fresh, fast-paced and fiendishly clever! If you love watching true crime and wonder about the
psychopaths among us, this is the book for you!" — Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times
bestselling author A Most Anticipated Novel of Fall 2021 by Newsweek, Goodreads, PopSugar,
Crime Reads, SheReads, Crime by the Book, The Nerd Daily, and more! You should never
trust a psychopath. But what if you had no choice? It would be easy to underestimate Chloe
Sevre… She’s a freshman honor student, a legging-wearing hot girl next door, who also
happens to be a psychopath. She spends her time on yogalates, frat parties and plotting to kill
Will Bachman, a childhood friend who grievously wronged her. Chloe is one of seven students
at her DC-based college who are part of an unusual clinical study of psychopaths—students like
herself who lack empathy and can’t comprehend emotions like fear or guilt. The study, led by
a renowned psychologist, requires them to wear smart watches that track their moods and
movements. When one of the students in the study is found murdered in the psychology
building, a dangerous game of cat and mouse begins, and Chloe goes from hunter to prey. As
she races to identify the killer and put her own plan for revenge into action, she’ll be forced to
decide if she can trust any of her fellow psychopaths—and everybody knows you should never
trust a psychopath.

Essential Skills--Made Easy! Create advanced websites, web apps, and
standalone apps for Apple iOS and Google Android devices. HTML5 for iOS and
Android: A Beginner's Guide explains, step by step, how to use HTML5 and
CSS3 as well as supporting technologies, such as JavaScript, MySQL, and PHP.
Download wrapper code from the book's companion website to enable your
programs to run like native iOS or Android apps. You'll also get tips for
distributing your creations in various app stores. Everything you need to get
started developing powerful mobile apps and websites is included in this handson guide. Designed for Easy Learning: Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening
lists of specific skills covered in the chapter Ask the Expert--Q&A sections filled
with bonus information and helpful tips Notes--Extra information related to the
topic being covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate ways of doing things
Cautions--Errors and pitfalls to avoid Annotated Syntax--Example code with
commentary that describes the programming techniques being illustrated Robin
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Nixon is a developer and freelance technical writer who has published more than
500 articles in magazines such as PC Plus, PCW, Web User, PC Advisor, and
PC Answers. He is the author of several computer books, including Plug-in PHP,
Plug-in JavaScript, and Plug-in CSS.
The authoritative account of the rise of Amazon and its intensely driven founder,
Jeff Bezos, praised by the Seattle Times as "the definitive account of how a tech
icon came to life." Amazon.com started off delivering books through the mail. But
its visionary founder, Jeff Bezos, wasn't content with being a bookseller. He
wanted Amazon to become the everything store, offering limitless selection and
seductive convenience at disruptively low prices. To do so, he developed a
corporate culture of relentless ambition and secrecy that's never been cracked.
Until now. Brad Stone enjoyed unprecedented access to current and former
Amazon employees and Bezos family members, giving readers the first in-depth,
fly-on-the-wall account of life at Amazon. Compared to tech's other elite
innovators -- Jobs, Gates, Zuckerberg -- Bezos is a private man. But he stands
out for his restless pursuit of new markets, leading Amazon into risky new
ventures like the Kindle and cloud computing, and transforming retail in the same
way Henry Ford revolutionized manufacturing. The Everything Store is the
revealing, definitive biography of the company that placed one of the first and
largest bets on the Internet and forever changed the way we shop and read.
What if you could feel happier and transform your life by clearing away the things
that make you feel unhappy, allowing your happiness to shine through? What if
there was a process for this that you could learn quickly and easily? What if you
didn't have to do much because it worked automatically, ingeniously whenever
you gave it a cue? That's what you're about to learn in this book. And it's more
than a book. You also get access to free download recordings to guide you
through the process step-by-step. Come on in. Let's get started. Enjoy being
happier now! Yes, you can change your life. Grant Connolly is living proof. He
had a very unhappy childhood and felt like a failure for many years. No more.
Today, his life is rich, full and deeply satisfying. In short, he's having the best time
of his life. He says that when we release of all of the things that we are not,
underneath we'll find the person we've always wanted to be.
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Chandler Baker, queen of
the feminist thriller, has delivered once again! The Husbands is a poignant
exploration of what it would take for women to have it all." —Sally Hepworth,
bestselling author of The Good Sister To what lengths will a woman go for a little
more help from her husband? Nora Spangler is a successful attorney but when it
comes to domestic life, she packs the lunches, schedules the doctor
appointments, knows where the extra paper towel rolls are, and designs and
orders the holiday cards. Her husband works hard, too... but why does it seem
like she is always working so much harder? When the Spanglers go house
hunting in Dynasty Ranch, an exclusive suburban neighborhood, Nora meets a
group of high-powered women—a tech CEO, a neurosurgeon, an award-winning
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therapist, a bestselling author—with enviably supportive husbands. When she
agrees to help with a resident’s wrongful death case, she is pulled into the lives
of the women there. She finds the air is different in Dynasty Ranch. The women
aren’t hanging on by a thread. But as the case unravels, Nora uncovers a plot
that may explain the secret to having-it-all. One that’s worth killing for. Calling to
mind a Stepford Wives gender-swap, New York Times bestselling author of
Whisper Network Chandler Baker's The Husbands imagines a world where the
burden of the “second shift” is equally shared—and what it may take to get there.
“Utterly engrossing and thoroughly timely, The Husbands is both a gripping, wellcrafted mystery and an insightful critique of motherhood and marriage in the
modern age--working mothers everywhere will feel seen in the best possible
way.” —Kimberly McCreight, New York Times bestselling author of A Good
Marriage
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived alone for
eighteen years on an isolated island off the California coast when her tribe
emigrated and she was left behind.
STUDY GUIDE FOR Come Into My Trading Room A Complete Guide to Trading
You can read Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete Guide toTrading in a few
days, but you cannot expect to master everyaspect of that invaluable book until
you work through it. StudyGuide for Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete
Guide to Tradingwill help you learn the profitable methods and techniques of
ComeInto My Trading Room before risking a dollar in the markets. Study Guide
for Come Into My Trading Room: A Complete Guideto Trading parallels the
actual book, challenging you at everystep with questions that make you focus on
all the important areasof trading. Some tests are pencil-and-paper, others have
you workwith charts, but all prepare you to make crucial decisions. This Study
Guide will: Quiz you on the essentials of trading–choosing themarkets to trade,
finding holes in the Efficient Market Theory, andovercoming common obstacles to
success Make you aware of psychological blind spots that lead tolosing Test your
knowledge of charting and computerizedindicators Explore trading systems, daytrading, and advanced concepts,such as Impulse trading and SafeZone stops
Ask questions about money management, record-keeping, andmanaging time
Challenge you with eight case studies where you choose entryand exit points and
get graded for your performance The best trading strategies, techniques, and
tools are only asgood as your understanding of them. Pick up this Study Guide
forCome Into My Trading Room: A Complete Guide to Trading andconvert Dr.
Elder's methods into your own powerful and profitabletools.
The Bad Bug Book 2nd Edition, released in 2012, provides current information
about the major known agents that cause foodborne illness.Each chapter in this
book is about a pathogen—a bacterium, virus, or parasite—or a natural toxin that
can contaminate food and cause illness. The book contains scientific and
technical information about the major pathogens that cause these kinds of
illnesses.A separate “consumer box” in each chapter provides non-technical
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information, in everyday language. The boxes describe plainly what can make
you sick and, more important, how to prevent it.The information provided in this
handbook is abbreviated and general in nature, and is intended for practical use.
It is not intended to be a comprehensive scientific or clinical reference.The Bad
Bug Book is published by the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition
(CFSAN) of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER From Michael Dell, renowned founder
and chief executive of one of America’s largest technology companies, the inside
story of the battles that defined him as a leader In 1984, soon-to-be college
dropout Michael Dell hid signs of his fledgling PC business in the bathroom of his
University of Texas dorm room. Almost 30 years later, at the pinnacle of his
success as founder and leader of Dell Technologies, he found himself embroiled
in a battle for his company’s survival. What he’d do next could ensure its
legacy—or destroy it completely. Play Nice But Win is a riveting account of the
three battles waged for Dell Technologies: one to launch it, one to keep it, and
one to transform it. For the first time, Dell reveals the highs and lows of the
company's evolution amidst a rapidly changing industry—and his own, as he
matured into the CEO it needed. With humor and humility, he recalls the mentors
who showed him how to turn his passion into a business; the competitors who
became friends, foes, or both; and the sharks that circled, looking for weakness.
What emerges is the long-term vision underpinning his success: that technology
is ultimately about people and their potential. More than an honest portrait of a
leader at a crossroads, Play Nice But Win is a survival story proving that while
anyone with technological insight and entrepreneurial zeal might build something
great—it takes a leader to build something that lasts.
Gain the Sybex advantage with this complete guide to A+ certification The CompTIA A+
Complete Study Guide is your complete solution for A+ exam preparation. Covering 100% of
Exam 220-901 and Exam 220-902 objectives, this book gives you everything you need to
ensure that you not only understand the basics of IT, but that you can demonstrate your
understanding effectively. Now in its third edition, this guide has been updated to reflect the
exam's new focus. Coverage includes the latest best practices, Windows 8/8.1 and mobile
OSes, and an emphasis on the practical skills required on the job. Clear and concise, this book
helps you solidify your understanding of crucial hardware and operating system maintenance
and troubleshooting topics covered on the exam. You also gain access to the Sybex exclusive
online interactive learning environment and test bank, featuring bonus practice exams,
electronic flashcards, and a searchable PDF glossary of the most important terms you need to
understand. The CompTIA A+ certification is the essential computer technician credential, and
is required by over 100 leading employers. This book helps you prepare and practice so you
can approach the exam with confidence, and pass with flying colors. Review the components
of personal computers, laptops, and portable devices Understand operating systems,
networks, and security Get up to speed on safety and environmental issues Practice effective
communication and the "soft skills" of professionalism More than just a review of computer
parts, this book covers everything you'll see on the exam. Why go in unprepared when you can
have the Sybex advantage?
This practical guide offers mental health professionals a detailed, step-by-step description on
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how to conduct Parent-Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT) - the empirically validated training
program for parents with children who have disruptive behavior problems. It includes several
illustrative examples and vignettes as well as an appendix with assessment instruments to help
parents to conduct PCIT.
This engaging and clearly written textbook/reference provides a must-have introduction to the
rapidly emerging interdisciplinary field of data science. It focuses on the principles fundamental
to becoming a good data scientist and the key skills needed to build systems for collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting data. The Data Science Design Manual is a source of practical
insights that highlights what really matters in analyzing data, and provides an intuitive
understanding of how these core concepts can be used. The book does not emphasize any
particular programming language or suite of data-analysis tools, focusing instead on high-level
discussion of important design principles. This easy-to-read text ideally serves the needs of
undergraduate and early graduate students embarking on an “Introduction to Data Science”
course. It reveals how this discipline sits at the intersection of statistics, computer science, and
machine learning, with a distinct heft and character of its own. Practitioners in these and
related fields will find this book perfect for self-study as well. Additional learning tools: Contains
“War Stories,” offering perspectives on how data science applies in the real world Includes
“Homework Problems,” providing a wide range of exercises and projects for self-study
Provides a complete set of lecture slides and online video lectures at www.data-manual.com
Provides “Take-Home Lessons,” emphasizing the big-picture concepts to learn from each
chapter Recommends exciting “Kaggle Challenges” from the online platform Kaggle Highlights
“False Starts,” revealing the subtle reasons why certain approaches fail Offers examples
taken from the data science television show “The Quant Shop” (www.quant-shop.com)
The author traces the boyhood enthusiasm for rockets that eventually led to a career at NASA,
describing how he built model rockets in the family garage in West Virginia, inspired by the
launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik. Reprint.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for Fiction A
heartrending new novel from the Pulitzer Prize–winning and #1 New York Times best-selling
author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most Anticipated Books of 2021 by Newsweek, Los
Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads,
Literary Hub, The Millions, New Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo
Byrne searches for life throughout the cosmos while single-handedly raising his unusual nineyear-old, Robin, following the death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends hours
painting elaborate pictures of endangered animals. He’s also about to be expelled from third
grade for smashing his friend in the face. As his son grows more troubled, Theo hopes to keep
him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to bolster
Robin’s emotional control, one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of his
mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its tantalizing vision of life
beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious love, Bewilderment marks Richard
Powers’s most intimate and moving novel. At its heart lies the question: How can we tell our
children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet?
The extraordinary story of the Nazi-era scientific genius who discovered how cancer cells
eat—and what it means for how we should. The Nobel laureate Otto Warburg—a cousin of the
famous finance Warburgs—was widely regarded in his day as one of the most important
biochemists of the twentieth century, a man whose research was integral to humanity’s
understanding of cancer. He was also among the most despised figures in Nazi Germany. As a
Jewish homosexual living openly with his male partner, Warburg represented all that the Third
Reich abhorred. Yet Hitler and his top advisors dreaded cancer, and protected Warburg in the
hope that he could cure it. In Ravenous, Sam Apple reclaims Otto Warburg as a forgotten,
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morally compromised genius who pursued cancer single-mindedly even as Europe
disintegrated around him. While the vast majority of Jewish scientists fled Germany in the
anxious years leading up to World War II, Warburg remained in Berlin, working under the
watchful eye of the dictatorship. With the Nazis goose-stepping their way across Europe,
systematically rounding up and murdering millions of Jews, Warburg awoke each morning in
an elegant, antiques-filled home and rode horses with his partner, Jacob Heiss, before delving
into his research at the Kaiser Wilhelm Society. Hitler and other Nazi leaders, Apple shows,
were deeply troubled by skyrocketing cancer rates across the Western world, viewing cancer
as an existential threat akin to Judaism or homosexuality. Ironically, they viewed Warburg as
Germany’s best chance of survival. Setting Warburg’s work against an absorbing history of
cancer science, Apple follows him as he arrives at his central belief that cancer is a problem of
metabolism. Though Warburg’s metabolic approach to cancer was considered
groundbreaking, his work was soon eclipsed in the early postwar era, after the discovery of the
structure of DNA set off a search for the genetic origins of cancer. Remarkably, Warburg’s
theory has undergone a resurgence in our own time, as scientists have begun to investigate
the dangers of sugar and the link between obesity and cancer, finding that the way we eat can
influence how cancer cells take up nutrients and grow. Rooting his revelations in extensive
archival research as well as dozens of interviews with today’s leading cancer authorities,
Apple demonstrates how Warburg’s midcentury work may well hold the secret to why cancer
became so common in the modern world and how we can reverse the trend. A tale of scientific
discovery, personal peril, and the race to end a disastrous disease, Ravenous would be the
stuff of the most inventive fiction were it not, in fact, true.
Find the Android apps that are right for you so you can have fun and get more done! The
popularity of Android apps is exploding and this handy guide helps you sort through the
thousands of available applications so you can find the ones that are ideal for you. You'll
explore a variety of apps in the areas of entertainment, finance, health, food, music, news,
weather, photography, reference, dining out, social networking, sports, travel, and more.
Author Daniel Begun helps you navigate through this enormous—and potentially
overwhelming—array of Android apps. Holds your hand through the oftentimes overwhelming
app selection and shares helpful advice for sorting through the tens of thousands of apps to
find the ones that are right for you Helps you uncover which apps are worth the price and
what's fabulous for free Provides advice on what apps work best for all your favorite hobbies –
from movies to music, sports to social networking, fitness to fun games, and everything in
between Amazing Android Apps For Dummies walks you through the process of finding,
purchasing, and installing the most appealing apps for your needs.

From one of our most innovative and celebrated authors, the definitive take on the
wildest story of the year— the David-vs.-Goliath GameStop short squeeze, a tale of
fortunes won and lost overnight that may end up changing Wall Street forever.
Bestselling author Ben Mezrich offers a gripping, beat-by-beat account of how a loosely
affiliate group of private investors and internet trolls on a subreddit called
WallStreetBets took down one of the biggest hedge funds on Wall Street, firing the first
shot in a revolution that threatens to upend the establishment. It’s the story of financial
titans like Gabe Plotkin of hedge fund Melvin Capital, one of the most respected and
staid funds on the Street, billionaires like Elon Musk, Steve Cohen, Mark Cuban,
Robinhood co-CEOs Vlad Tenev and Baiju Bhatt, and Ken Griffin of Citadel Securities.
Over the course of four incredible days, each in their own way must reckon with a
formidable force they barely understand, let alone saw coming: everyday men and
women on WallStreetBets like nurse Kim Campbell, college student Jeremy Poe, and
the enigmatic Keith “RoaringKitty” Gill, whose unfiltered livestream videos captivated a
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new generation of stock market enthusiasts. The unlikely focus of the battle:
GameStop, a flailing brick-and-mortar dinosaur catering to teenagers and outsiders that
had somehow held on as the world rapidly moved online. At first, WallStreetBets was a
joke—a meme-filled, freewheeling place to share shoot-the-moon investment tips, laugh
about big losses, and post diamond hand emojis. Until some members noticed an
opportunity in GameStop—and rode a rocket ship to tens of millions of dollars in
earnings overnight. In thrilling, pulse-pounding prose, THE ANTISOCIAL NETWORK
offers a fascinating, never-before-seen glimpse at the outsize personalities, dizzying
swings, corporate drama, and underestimated American heroes and heroines who
captivated the nation during one of the most volatile weeks in financial history. It’s the
amazing story of what just happened—and where we go from here.
The vibrant and rich Android development platform, created by Google and the Open
Handset Alliance, continues to be a platform in its truest sense, encompassing
hundreds of classes beyond the traditional Java classes and open source components
that ship with the software development kit. Android's continued growth includes
support for Flash and Flash gaming apps, Wi-Fi tethering, improved performance,
WebM or WebMedia integration for HTML5-based video and other multimedia APIs,
Chrome OS (WebOS) integration, and more. With Beginning Android 3, you’ll learn
how to develop applications for Android 3 mobile devices using simple examples that
are ready to run with your copy of the software development kit. Author, Android
columnist, developer, and community advocate Mark L. Murphy will show you what you
need to know to get started programming Android applications, including how to craft
graphical user interfaces, use GPS, multi-touch, multi-tasking, and access web
services.
A supplemental textbook for middle and high school students, Hoosiers and the
American Story provides intimate views of individuals and places in Indiana set within
themes from American history. During the frontier days when Americans battled with
and exiled native peoples from the East, Indiana was on the leading edge of America’s
westward expansion. As waves of immigrants swept across the Appalachians and
eastern waterways, Indiana became established as both a crossroads and as a vital
part of Middle America. Indiana’s stories illuminate the history of American agriculture,
wars, industrialization, ethnic conflicts, technological improvements, political battles,
transportation networks, economic shifts, social welfare initiatives, and more. In so
doing, they elucidate large national issues so that students can relate personally to the
ideas and events that comprise American history. At the same time, the stories shed
light on what it means to be a Hoosier, today and in the past.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK
CLUB PICK! • The moving story of an undocumented child living in poverty in the
richest country in the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent
“Heartrending, unvarnished, and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up
undocumented in America will never leave you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In
Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet
when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is
overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In China, Qian’s parents were professors;
in America, her family is “illegal” and it will require all the determination and small joys
they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in sweatshops. Instead
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of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly, taking out the stress of their new life on
one another. Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited English, Qian
takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think of
The Berenstain Bears as her first American friends. And where there is delight to be
found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly “shopping days,”
when Qian finds small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical
Christmas visit to Rockefeller Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in
movies does exist after all. But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing an
illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s
visit. As Ba Ba retreats further inward, Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant
refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here, that you’ve always lived here.
Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm
and strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American story about a family
fracturing under the weight of invisibility, and a girl coming of age in the shadows, who
never stops seeking the light.
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume
contains the principal papers from an international symposium titled "Historical Painting
Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam,
Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art historians,
conservators, conservation scientists, and museum curators worldwide—was organized
by the Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and the Art History
Department of the Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in
Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and conservation
institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting
techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest
art historical research and scientific analyses of original techniques and materials, as
well as historical sources, such as medieval treatises and descriptions of painting
techniques in historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt
and Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English
churches, Chinese paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates
and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th
century.
A comprehensive guide for integrating educational technology in the K-12 classroom
This is a must-have resource for all K-12 teachers and administrators who want to
really make the best use of available technologies. Written by Doug Johnson, an expert
in educational technology, The Classroom Teacher's Technology Survival Guide is
replete with practical tips teachers can easily use to engage their students and make
their classrooms places where both students and teachers will enjoy learning. Covers
the most up-to-date technologies and how they can best be used in the classroom
Includes advice on upgrading time-tested educational strategies using technology Talks
about managing "disruptive technologies" in the classroom Includes a wealth of
illustrative examples, helpful suggestions, and practical tips This timely book provides a
commonsense approach to choosing and using educational technology to enhance
learning.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers,
coworkers and doctors showing what life is like on the spectrum. It's also my love letter
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to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world where all the
road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's
perspective, Eric Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across America. Garcia
began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the media's coverage of it;
the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the narrow portrayals of autistic
people as white men working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic person didn't
look anything like that. He is Latino, a graduate of the University of North Carolina, and
works as a journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia realized he needed to
put into writing what so many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a
part of their identity, they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his
own life as a springboard to discuss the social and policy gaps that exist in supporting
those on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic people
wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he shares
the experiences of all types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to
autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ community. In doing so, Garcia gives his
community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others speak for
them, which has been the standard for far too long.
Critically acclaimed author and psychoanalyst Mikita Brottman offers literary true crime
writing at its best, taking us into the life of a murderer after his conviction—when most
stories end but the defendant's life goes on. On February 21, 1992, 22-year-old Brian
Bechtold walked into a police station in Port St. Joe, Florida and confessed that he’d
shot and killed his parents in their family home in Silver Spring, Maryland. He said he’d
been possessed by the devil. He was eventually diagnosed with schizophrenia and
ruled “not criminally responsible” for the murders on grounds of insanity. But after the
trial, where do the "criminally insane" go? Brottman reveals Brian's inner life leading up
to the murder, as well as his complicated afterlife in a maximum security psychiatric
hospital, where he is neither imprisoned nor free. During his 27 years at the hospital,
Brian has tried to escape and been shot by police, and has witnessed three patient-onpatient murders. He’s experienced the drugging of patients beyond recognition, a
sadistic system of rewards and punishments, and the short-lived reign of a crazed
psychiatrist-turned-stalker. In the tradition of One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest,
Couple Found Slain is an insider’s account of life in the underworld of forensic psych
wards in America and the forgotten lives of those held there, often indefinitely.
The End of Bias is a transformative, groundbreaking exploration into how we can
eradicate unintentional bias and discrimination, the great challenge of our age.
Unconscious bias: persistent, unintentional prejudiced behavior that clashes with our
consciously held beliefs. We know that it exists, to corrosive and even lethal effect. We
see it in medicine, the workplace, education, policing, and beyond. But when it comes
to uprooting our prejudices, we still have far to go. With nuance, compassion, and ten
years' immersion in the topic, Jessica Nordell weaves gripping stories with scientific
research to reveal how minds, hearts, and behaviors change. She scrutinizes diversity
training, deployed across the land as a corrective but with inconsistent results. She
explores what works and why: the diagnostic checklist used by doctors at Johns
Hopkins Hospital that eliminated disparate treatment of men and women; the preschool
in Sweden where teachers found ingenious ways to uproot gender stereotyping; the
police unit in Oregon where the practice of mindfulness and specialized training has
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coincided with a startling drop in the use of force. Captivating, direct, and
transformative, The End of Bias: A Beginning brings good news. Biased behavior can
change; the approaches outlined here show how we can begin to remake ourselves
and our world. Includes illustrated charts
BlackBerry PlayBook For DummiesJohn Wiley & SonsThe Classroom Teacher's
Technology Survival GuideJohn Wiley & Sons
Annotation An arsenal of study aids for anyone preparing to take the CompTIA A+
certification exams, this book is the industry standard in terms of measuring a
technician's hardware and software knowledge. The topics covered include managing
hardware, IT troubleshooting and maintenance, networking, and more.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference
on Cross-Cultural Design, CCD 2014, held as part of the 16th International Conference
on Human-Computer Interaction, HCI International 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete,
Greece, jointly with 13 other thematically similar conferences. The total of 1476 papers
and 220 posters presented at the HCII 2014 conferences was carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions. The papers address the latest research and
development efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing
systems. They thoroughly cover the entire field of human-computer interaction,
addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The 76 papers included in this volume deal with the following topics:
cross-cultural product and service design; cross-cultural issues in interaction; social
aspects and implications of cross-cultural design; cross-cultural issues in e-commerce,
marketing and branding; cross-cultural design for knowledge sharing and learning;
cross-cultural design for the smart city and cross-cultural design for creativity.
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